BUDGET DISH WITH N-E-W FLAVOR!
PARSLEY NOODLES

A Deadline Bouillon Cubes are

sold in 2-, 4- and 8-ounce pa-

ckages. Use 2 bouillon cubes;

2 cups canned tomatoes; 3 cups

chopped parsley.

Cook noodles in rapidly boil-

ing Deadle Bouillon, 3 cup

water; add pasta; cover; let cook

for 10 minutes. Add tomatoes

and parsley. Add 1 tablespoon

of bouillon cube to soup mix.

Yield: 4 servings.

NESTLE'S BOUILLON CUBES

MAKING A WREATH

Today's Living

Here's a chance to take up an old art again,

one practiced many years ago by Orlean-

ians. It's not difficult; just follow the steps.

THE CUSTOM of making

wreaths and swags for decora-

tion or gifts on All Saints' Day is as old as the day itself.

Today's living is so far from the old customs that these

wreaths and swags are a thing of the past.

This can probably be attributed to the fact that modern

conveniences have made it possible for people to do

so many things in so little time that little things are done

the quick, easy way.

In the days of yore, families spent days preparing flowers

in spring and wreaths for the family tomb. Flowers were

plucked from the fields, and choice flowers were brought

from garden and field.

Today, the artificial wreaths, the one which will not wither

are good enough, and the wreaths in the shape of a crown

are many. "The crown," as the flower, were called in the past

of old, when wreaths were small, made almost for

garden in this day of large hy-

nur trees.

The wreath is a symbol that fa-

mous people, doctors, or almost

in becoming antiquated. The

myth of the wreath is one of

year and with flowers and wreaths for the occasion, and it still

little work is done on the same

lines either; but instead of taking the

time to make the wreaths, they are sold.

Wreaths can be made. For simplicity, design your

own wreath or swag this year. It's a fairly simple process and

one that you and the family can enjoy. You will appreciate

it more and can be proud of your family's handiwork the

next year.

In making your own wreath, you will need a coat hanger,

wire, floral tape (silken gauze sold at your local florist's), am-

ore. There are three types of ar-

rangements you can make. A

triangle-shaped wreath, a

round wreath, or an elongated

one. For a triangular shape,

hard to your formal until the

triangle takes shape. Roll and wind with wire. For the round one, or elongated

one, straighten a hanger out

in full length and wind it with

wire. From the center of the
dearth, the best after

the leaves are

Wreath magnolia leaves, iris

the leaves, placing leaves of

same kind in with the leaves.

Wire the leaves in groups of

three and tie with ribbon. Tie

in place or colored for effect.

With lighter greenery and tree

stuffing, the leaves are

Wreath the leaves in groups

of three and tie with ribbon.

The leaves with ribbon. Tie

in place to desired in effect.

For a round wreath, hard to

the base is circular shape;

or for a long way, build the

wreath and leaves seize at one

time, to desired height.